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Following Fuchs (2012), it is possible to distinguish between different kinds of ‘body memory’, among which ‘procedural memory’ prominently figures as a kind of knowledge that comprises patterned and well-practiced sequences of movement. While procedural knowledge may be acquired in different ways, e.g., implicitly as ‘learning-by-doing’, it is common for many embodied practices – such as sports, dance and music – to be taught and instructed in institutional settings.

Recent research has shown that instruction is in itself a highly structured social practice and that instructors have a broad range of devices at hand to transmit their knowledge (Reed/Szczepek Reed 2014; Zemel/Koschmann 2014). Importantly, instructors may bodily demonstrate positive and negative versions of (a part of) the embodied practice, which are delivered in minute coordination with the verbal level (Keevallik 2010, 2015). In addition, instructors may give the learners verbal instructions adapted to specific situational needs, e.g., the temporal immediacy of implementation (Deppermann 2018; Mondada 2014).

The present paper analyses how instructions are shaped depending on the local activity environment in classes of Argentine Tango. It focuses on the question of how instructors adapt their instructions to changing circumstances in this specific instructional context (cf. Raevaara 2017). In Tango classes, the participation framework changes continuously, alternating between (a) the teachers’ explanations and demonstrations in front of the class and (b) the students’ practice with one-to-one coaching by the teachers. In addition to changes in the bodily configurations and the immediacy of implementation, these activity environments also differ with regards to, for example, the skill level of the students and the progression of their learning during the class and in individual coaching. The paper will explore how the design features of instructions at the verbal level (e.g. the use of declarative formats, imperatives) as well as at the bodily level (e.g. touch, spatial configuration) are adapted in real-time to different activity environments.

The data is taken from a Spanish spoken corpus of 50h of Tango classes collected in Argentina.
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